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Nutshell Review
Following is a very in-depth review of my daily use of these products for the past week. So in case
you want to save yourself a few thousand words of reading, here's my overall take on LAID Brand
hair products:
As hair products, I find them to be outstanding. I have very fine, dry, thick blond hair that is fairly
resistant to styling. What's more, because it is so lightly colored and finely textured, it tends to really
show off any product I use in it. The texture paste gives me good texture and shaping ability without
making me look like I dumped a tub of product onto my head. It has, in fact, become my #1 favorite
styling product! I normally use Redken #11, Axe Whatever paste, or occasionally Redken #20. I'll
have to wait a little while for my hair to grow out before I can say for sure whether I can use this
product exclusively, but so far the indications are very good! I managed to use the shampoo four
days in a row before my hair got too dry to work with, which is at least 2 days more than I can
usually wash my hair. Even then, the paste was able to do a decent job of getting it back in line!
As pheromone products, these are some of the best standalone pheromone products I have ever
used. I realize that the manufacturer has rated them for 4-5 hours, but in my experience the texture
paste is an excellent time-release 12+ hour pheromone product.
When wearing this stuff, I get a very subtle and pleasant self-effect which is confident, cheerful, and
sexy. But the real story is how much ladies of all ages seem to like it! I get lots of signs of interest
and arousal pretty much everywhere I go with this stuff. Guys get very helpful and buddy-buddy.
The amazing thing is that I've seen very little signs of intimidation or aggression from it, even after
the 6 hour mark when the mix starts to get a little more sexual.
My wife just loves the stuff - both before and during her period. This product manages to be sexy
as hell and still work safe and wife safe. It probably won't be powerful enough as a standalone for
crowded bars or clubs, but I can see it providing a very nice base coat to build on.
This formula is definitely very heavy on Androstadienone , but is well-balanced enough that I get no
depressive effects until I've been wearing it nonstop for 4-5 days. After that I need a break, because
I can't tolerate the high quantity of Androstadienone . Which is a shame, because the product is so
good that I want to be able to use it every day. Surprisingly, I never got any androstenone buildup
effects that I could detect.
Nevertheless, I like this stuff so much that I would not hesitate to recommend it to someone looking
for their one-and-only pheromone product. I love the delivery mechanism. I just do my hair like
normal, walk out the door, and enjoy and full day of sexy, charismatic pheromone-enhancement.
--Now here's my daily breakdown of testing Laid products for one week:

Day 1 - Laid Shampoo + Laid Texture Paste
As hair products, the Laid shampoo and texture paste seem to be quite good! The shampoo feels
nice, has a pleasant scent, and rinses clean. The texture paste was a little thinner than I expected,
but once applied seemed to do a very nice job of taming my nordic locks. In fact, this first day
wearing it was an exceptionally good hair day! My usually quite finicky hair allowed itself into a most
excellent arrangement, where it stayed without looking wet or clumpy. One good hair day, of course,
could just be a coincidence, so more days of use are necessary before I can really say for sure how
much I like the stuff. The scent of the paste is very light, masculine, and pleasant. For a number of
hours after application, I would occasionally detect a gentle waft of something good, only to realize it
was coming from my hair.
As a pheromone product, I found the self-effect surprisingly subtle. I noticed a slight relaxed energy
coming over me, some increased confidence, and a general sexy feeling. I didn't notice the big
phero-rush in the shower that others have described, even when I put my hand right up to my nose
for a big whiff.
At school that morning, I noticed an unusually good chatty vibe in the room. Later, one girl in the
class who is usually very reserved was unusually fidgety, making frequent eye contact with me,
exposing her wrists, and playing with the scarf she had tied around her neck. Several times she
seemed to stretch her chest out in my direction.
Waiting for the bus home, a well put-together 50ish woman started chatting me up and continued
for the duration of the busride. She seemed to connect with me immediately. I could be wrong, but I
got the impression that she did not usually interact with random people this way. At one point she
stopped herself and asked if she was bothering me, or if I wanted my silence.
At home, my wife told me a couple of times how great I looked today, and once or twice while I was
sitting came in for a hug and a big old sniff of my hair. She seemed somewhat aroused and playful.
The effects seemed to stay level and constant from about 8 am til 2 or 3 in the afternoon - 6+ hours!
Around that time, I started getting really horny and having trouble concentrating. I have a feeling that
whatever was buffering the androstenone had then begun to wear off. For all-day wear, it may be
wise to carry a little something social with you just in case a buffer becomes necessary. But it still
wasn't pure androstenone working at this point. There was still something dampening the
aggression and turning it more sexual.
Let's see, the ingredients list goes: androstadienone, androstenone, androstanone, androsterone,
epiandrosterone -- my guess would that it's mostly the A6 (epi-Androsterone) burning off in the first
6 hours. But then, Chris also mentioned that there is some secret sauce in the mix that is not listed
in the ingredients. Anyway, the mix seems to retain some very good properties well past its prime,
even beyond the 12 hour mark.
At 14 hours, my wife was still talking about how great I looked that day. Couldn't keep her hands off
me. I ended up with a very passionate end to my good hair day.

Day 2 - Laid Shampoo + Texture Paste
I continue to be impressed with the properties of these hair products. The paste could very easily
replace my previous favorite, Redken #11.Two good hair days in a row is a win.
Met up with a friend for lunch. On the bus ride there I didn't notice any overt responses, until I

quipped something about a loud family that got off the bus to the young Asian girl beside me and
she seemed more open than I expected. She laughed quite readily. My buddy seemed fairly normal;
perhaps a bit more talkative than usual. On the bus ride back a skinny blonde 20-something to my
left was toeing at me pretty persistently, and she was then joined by a buxom 18ish girl who began
toeing at me from across the aisle. It was kind of surreal having two ladies within a 4-foot radius
twirling and shaking their feet at me simultaneously. The young one began pushing out her breasts
and pawing at her hair with her wrist turned out toward me. The grand finale for her was when she
braced her arms underneath the boobs, giving them a nice hoist, and proceeded to bend over in her
seat while twisting her body around so as to reveal the inside of her cleavage. Excellent.
I had the afternoon free so I just walked around town a bit. Everyone I came into contact with
seemed very friendly with me. At hour 6 I stopped into an H&amp;M to pick up a couple things, and
the bubbly 20ish girl at the counter started giggling and commenting on how cute my underwear
were
Jesus, Chris, what'd you put in this stuff??
This seems to be a remarkably solid, charismatic blend suitable for daily wear while being sexy as
hell. I'm impressed that it's this sexy while still managing to be so likeable. And I know this stuff is
officially rated for 4-5 hours of use, but so far in my experience this seems to be a pretty damn good
all-day pheromone product. If somebody weren't really into messing with the hobby of pheromones
-- a dab of this, 2 drops of that, three sprays of the other thing -- I could comfortably recommend this
as their one and only pheromone product. Just style your hair and be done with it.
That night, I went out on a date with my wife. I found everyone we encountered to be unusually
interested and accommodating. The men I interacted with seemed to regard me as a really cool and
interesting person. Around hour 12, My wife again started telling me how great I was looking the last
couple of days, how confident and stylish I seemed. This is very unusual for her on a couple of
different levels. She is not ordinarily so specifically complimentary. Also, she is rarely responsive to
any pheromones -- and she's been exposed to damn near everything on the market. Even more
unusual is that this positive response came on the first day of her period, which is a time when she
is typically even less responsive than usual!
I will continue to wear this stuff on its own for a couple days to judge its consistency and gauge for
build-up effects.
Day 3 - Laid Shampoo and Texture Paste
I continue to be impressed with the quality of these hair products. The shampoo is very
concentrated. After 4 days of use I'm not even halfway through my 1oz sample. It produces a
profuse, creamy lather and the scent is refreshing and masculine.
For the texture paste, I use a dab about the volume of an almond and it does my short (~1-2in) hair
very nicely. At that rate, my sample container is going to last like a month! And the level of control
that I have with this product is quite a bit better than anything else I've tried actually -- I can fully
style my hair without it looking like I used a bunch of product to style it. I'm really impressed with the
performance of this stuff. I would actually buy it even if it didn't have any pheromones in it.
In fact, I'm very interested to see whether I detect androstenone buildup after a few days, because
if not I'll just use it every day, and if so I'll try to convince Laid Brand to make a phero-free version to
use every few days while I wait for the buildup to disperse. I keep wanting to try the shampoo on its
own just to see what its pheromone-infusing properties are like, but I just don't want to go without
this great styling paste!

Anyway, that morning I went my local Starbucks to work on my dissertation. I sat at one of those big
tables where a number of people can sit down and work, and you have room to spread out some
papers and whatnot. Within 5 minutes of sitting down, a sexy 40ish hispanic woman started doing
stretches that just happened to pop her boobs out in my direction. She seemed to get back into the
swing of her work after a while, but I noticed a goodly amount of lip-licking and boob-popping from
her on an ongoing basis. When she got up to leave, she popped the tip of her tongue out of her
mouth and just displayed it for a minute while getting herself together to leave.
I notice that the older a woman is, the more fine-tuned her control of her arousal response generally
is. Young girls start wriggling and eyeballing you right away, whereas older women may never look
directly at you. In many cases I see them looking everywhere but at me, making creating a rather
conspicuous absence.
An older gentleman asked me to keep an eye on his laptop while he went to the bathroom, but had
trouble putting his request together, like he was trying to sound really cool about it. This could be a
respect hit.
A bit later as I sat working I noticed a smoking hot early-20s girl with curly black hair and dark skin undetermined ethnicity -- walking by me. I looked up to find her looking and me and smiling as she
walked by! This performance was then repeated 10 minutes later! There were incidental smiles from
a couple other young hotties as well as time went by, but I was mostly focused on my research.
Returning home for a late lunch, my wife -- who was fully into her period now -- continued to be very
affectionate and seemed to be comforted by my presence. Very unusual when wearing a
high-androstenone product. Must be quite a bit of Androstadienone in here as well.
Day 4 - Laid Shampoo &amp; Texture Paste
This day went very much like the previous. I used both products again - this time noticing that my
hair was finally getting a bit stripped from shampooing every day. My hair doesn't agree with daily
shampooing; I can get away with maybe 3 times a week. So I'm sort of impressed that it took 4 days
for this shampoo to dry my hair out. I actually just noticed this morning that it was 2-in-1 shampoo
and body wash! I haven't used it as a body wash yet.
It was another Starbucks study day for me. The two cute young baristas seemed exceptionally
eager to serve. The girl who made my drink handed it to me with an unusual depth of prolonged eye
contact.
I sat down across from a couple of college girls who were each working on their laptops. Both of
them showed a strange tendency to spread their knees apart in my general direction and fidget with
their legs a bit. One doped-up thirty-something developed a bit of a Deer in the headlights look at
me as she walked by. She almost stopped in the middle of her path back from the bathroom. I
thought she might be stroking out or something.
Later that night, my wife continued her pattern from the previous days of just really thinking I'm the
bees knees. Period or no period, she loves this stuff!
Day 5 - Laid Texture Paste Only
Today I wanted to give my hair a break from the daily shampooing that it hates, and also to test out
the texture paste on its own! Unfortunately, I got caught up in a bunch of projects and ended up
never leaving the house :/

It's really surprising that this product has such excellent social effects, while having such subtle
self-effects. This is great for me, because I tend to get overwhelmed by self-effects very easily and
so can't often use doses as large as other people report good results with. But with this stuff, I get a
nice little confidence boost, some positive mood effects, and that's it -- no phero-rush. This is a very
good thing!
However, during the course of day five I started really noticing some depression effects - lower
energy, poor mood, negative internal dialog, general feeling of being overwhelmed. The hallmarks of
too much Androstadienone exposure, for me. I'm not sure whether it's building up in my hair, or
whether the prolonged exposure is just starting to get to me. I haven't been showering before bed,
so I have been continuously exposed for days now. And even though I've been using it for the most
part first thing in the morning, I find that this stuff just lasts and lasts. It might last 24 hours!
Day 6 - Body Wash and Texture Paste
Today the Androstadienone depression got to me pretty hard. I went around town running some
errands, and even though people were responding to me positively, I had that feeling like I just
needed to get away. This lasted for pretty much the whole day. In the evening I washed my hair and
skin really well and the effects faded pretty quickly.
So for me, it looks like 4 days in a row is about the limit of my tolerance for the level of
Androstadienone in this mix. However, the fact that I felt better right away after washing it off
probably means that the effect was not caused by buildup in my actual hair. Thinking back, effects
seemed pretty consistent throughout the week I've been testing these products; I never got a sense
that there was androstenone (A2) buildup, which surprised me.
I really hope the texture paste ends up being sold in both the phero-enhanced version and a
phero-free version, because I love this hair product and would love to be able to use it every day.
FUNNER - April 8, 2012, 2:20 am

Great report D.
Sounds like we got the same hair. Fine and a lot of it. I hate hair goop though because it I ever
accidentally touch my head I get that stick all over my hands or sun glasses.
dbot - April 8, 2012, 2:29 am

I hear you Funner, I've gone through so many different kinds of hair goop I can't even remember
them all. And I've got lots of photos of myself where I look like I've been dumping the crap all over
myself. But If I don't use it, I get a big soft bunny-fur frizzy mess. The wife says its cute, but I can't
tolerate it
FUNNER - April 8, 2012, 2:46 am

What I think is most intriguing about the good reports regarding the hair stuff is not the benefits of of
the hair styling. It's the delivery medium, straight up.
Chris has commented in the past about how he liked the hair for diffusion reasons. My concern
was always build up over time. But could it be that the this medium works better than skin for
diffusion purposes, nol to none conversion when sweaty etc?
Perhaps the hair is where its at and I for one would like that. Steveo mentioned in another post
how he was creating a phero that required just one spray ad i was like "Halelujia".
On the AD site, for Crissakes some are not spraying, they're showering! Meant to add diffusion
AND longevity of hair application point - not just diffusion.
All Day - Yo!!!

dbot - April 8, 2012, 2:54 am

Yeah, for surface area, hair simply can't be beat. And it seems like one of the main evolutionary
purposes of the stuff is specifically to diffuse pheromones! I really expected to see a lot of
Androstenone buildup from this stuff, and was surprised that I didn't. It will be interesting to see if
other people do. It could be a property of the hair goop that it keeps the mones locked into it.
One thing I've been thinking about trying the whole time I've been testing this is maybe taking a
couple sprays of Glace and rubbing it through all of my hair the same time as the styling paste. I'm
planning on giving it a try sometime in the next week.
After a bunch of testing with fixatives, I've decided that the main problem with the AD stuff is that
they're using DPG as the main fixative. But DPG totally sucks as a fixative! At 10% DPG, there
really is hardly any benefit at all! I've taken all the AD products I have left laying around and added 2
pellets of monolaurin per 5mL of product. My preliminary tests indicate that this is quite helpful. Hard
to tell with them, since AD products are always so inconsistent for me anyway.
Much easier to tell with a product like fastburn Glace in alcohol/DPG. I need to do some systematic
testing and reporting with that stuff still, but basically in my opinion monolaurin is the shit! You can
just drop a couple pellets into whatever alcohol-based product you've got and the product gets
better in every way. But it can't overcome the other problem with AD products, which is the
incredibly potent and tenacious fragrances that they use to try and overcome the fact that they are
trying to use DPG as a fixative!
zerosix85 - April 8, 2012, 2:56 am

Hey dbot, If you can, try applying witch hazel to your hair before you wash/shampoo it off. I had OD
problems with socials as I liked to apply those to my hair before I made that discovery.
Pheroman - April 8, 2012, 3:05 am

Great Report.
Lately I have been spraying Glace on my head.
I can still see the effect, but it just seems to affect me much more than those around me.
dbot - April 8, 2012, 3:14 am

@Zerosix. - Thanks for the tip! In this case, I think the problem is more my low tolerance for
Androstadienone than buildup, since washing with regular shampoo made me feel much better in
pretty short order.
@Pheroman - interesting that Glace to the head has more self-effects for you. How long is your
hair? And do you spray from a ways away, or up close, or onto your hands and then run it through?
FUNNER - April 8, 2012, 3:15 am

(04-08-2012 1:54 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;And it seems like one of the main evolutionary purposes
of the stuff is specifically to diffuse pheromones! Great point above. Might as well exploit that
purpose no?
I gotta get me some of that monolaurin.
One of the things I REALLY appreciate about AlphaDream is the non-scented versions.
I don't care what stuff does if it make me smell like a fruitcake I get self concious to the point that
the good phero effects are nullified because I know ( or at least believe and that's all that matters ) I
smell like a mosquito candle. Adrotics is a fail on both accounts with me.
Stoked on the hair app !!!

Cman888 - April 8, 2012, 6:08 am

I agree with you in that LAID hair styling paste as a hair product is phenomonal. Ive yet to notice
any phero effects, but myabe im not applying enough?
I wonder how many mones per tsp, etc.
But regardless of pheromone, I will buy this just for the hair product. Mones are a bonus.
I would like to see it at a stronger hold, like a 6-7 so it will be benefical for shorter hair, but i guess
thats why there is a pomade. which is also probably amazing.
Cman888 - April 8, 2012, 6:08 am

I agree with you in that LAID hair styling paste as a hair product is phenomonal. Ive yet to notice
any phero effects, but myabe im not applying enough?
I wonder how many mones per tsp, etc.
But regardless of pheromone, I will buy this just for the hair product. Mones are a bonus.
I would like to see it at a stronger hold, like a 6-7 so it will be benefical for shorter hair, but i guess
thats why there is a pomade. which is also probably amazing.
Rattlesnake - April 8, 2012, 8:13 am

Awesome report dbot, nominated!!
LAID Brand - April 8, 2012, 12:01 pm

DBOT, that was an amazing post my friend. Thank you! After 2 long, hard years of work this tells me
it was worth it. We will be coming up with many more professional grade products for men and
women. When our lab produces samples, we can get some made with and without phero's. Any
without phero's will go to you brother!!
dbot - April 9, 2012, 1:35 pm

Awesome!
I definitely don't want to give the impression that the phero mix isn't awesome too -- it is! And most
people will probably have no trouble wearing it daily or almost daily.
The next step is to see how the mix does with other Pheromones added. I'm thinking some Glace or
some nols+neno, maybe some p83.
LAID Brand - April 9, 2012, 9:55 pm

(04-08-2012 5:08 AM)Cman888 Wrote: &nbsp;I agree with you in that LAID hair styling paste as a
hair product is phenomonal. Ive yet to notice any phero effects, but myabe im not applying enough?

I wonder how many mones per tsp, etc.
But regardless of pheromone, I will buy this just for the hair product. Mones are a bonus.
I would like to see it at a stronger hold, like a 6-7 so it will be benefical for shorter hair, but i guess
thats why there is a pomade. which is also probably amazing.
Glad you like the products bro! I wanna say we calculated an avg of about 6mg of mones per
average use for all products.

dbot - April 10, 2012, 12:13 pm

Holy cow! 6mgs per application?? As in 6000mcg? That can't be right...
LAID Brand - April 10, 2012, 12:16 pm

(04-10-2012 11:13 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;Holy cow! 6mgs per application?? As in 6000mcg? That
can't be right...
HAHA! Woops, so right. I just went back to my pheromone calc tool we created, it was roughly
125mcg per application (dime size amount)
dbot - April 10, 2012, 12:19 pm

Ah, that makes sense. Especially since I'm getting day-long diffusion from it. So it's probably putting
off something like 10-20mcg per hour with the amount I use.
I love how steady the diffusion feels. No massive rush, no burnout. It just lasts and lasts.
dbot - April 13, 2012, 12:56 am

Today I used LAID shampoo and texture paste to go out car shopping. Interesting experience! A
male salesman seemed to lose it in the way that he totally forgot to try to sell the car, and just
focused on his scripted scarcity bullshit. But he wasn't convincing and seemed to know he wasn't
convincing.
A female saleswoman seemed to lose it in a way that she became an open book, rambling
everything that came to mind and going so far as to show us the internal pricing sheets detailing the
difference between mfr invoice &amp; sticker price.
My dad was in town, so for dinner &amp; hangout afterward I spritzed 2-3 mini-sprays of fast burn
glace in alcohol with monolaurin added.this definitely enhanced communication and fun. We ended
up talking much longer than usual and enjoying ourselves much more than usual. Very good social
mix there.
Scensation - April 16, 2012, 4:43 am

I must say that I am very intrigued. Mostly it is because the self-effects that people have been
reporting. On top of that, I need hair gel anyway. It's good to kill two birds with one stone.
I do wonder how the mood-lifting self-effects compare with other products, such as Wolf.
Not much has been reported how long the effects last in real life on men, although dbot claimed
they lasted around 12 hours in contrast to the manufacturer's 4-5 hours. If that's the case with most
people, it's very good news and impressive indeed.
Perhaps Chris would know this better; I wonder if the hair paste would interfere with other products.
Paradox - April 20, 2012, 9:19 am

Damn fine report dbot I am in the middle of testing this product.
Dbot, Did you know that the shampoo is a bodywash also?
dbot - April 20, 2012, 9:22 am

I only figured out that it was shampoo and bodywash in one after like 4 days of testing!
Paradox - April 20, 2012, 9:39 am

(04-20-2012 8:22 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;I only figured out that it was shampoo and bodywash in
one after like 4 days of testing!

LOL, I nominated your post.
dbot - April 28, 2012, 3:39 pm

After a bit of break, this morning I washed and styled my hair with LAID products.
Breakfast with the wife was lovey dovey, both of us feeling good and relaxing.
I had a bit of work to take care of at home and I just thought to post this update because it occurred
to me how great I'm feeling! Really happy and centered.
I'm heading to Starbucks with my laptop in a bit. Maybe I'll take this opportunity to see how LAID
does with some Glace.
Dafixisin - April 28, 2012, 5:49 pm

(04-28-2012 2:39 PM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;After a bit of break, this morning I washed and styled my
hair with LAID products.
Breakfast with the wife was lovey dovey, both of us feeling good and relaxing.
I had a bit of work to take care of at home and I just thought to post this update because it occurred
to me how great I'm feeling! Really happy and centered.
I'm heading to Starbucks with my laptop in a bit. Maybe I'll take this opportunity to see how LAID
does with some Glace.
Keep the reviews coming dbot! These products have really caught my eye. Haven't had my
interest piqued this much since I initially got into Aqua Vitae and Liquid Alchemy Labs. Sounds like
Chris from Alpha Dream has helped the Laid brand pull off a stunning debut.
Paradox, waiting to read your reviews!
LAID Brand - April 28, 2012, 6:44 pm

(04-28-2012 4:49 PM)Dafixisin Wrote: &nbsp;Keep the reviews coming dbot! These products have
really caught my eye. Haven't had my interest piqued this much since I initially got into Aqua Vitae
and Liquid Alchemy Labs. Sounds like Chris from Alpha Dream has helped the Laid brand pull off a
stunning debut.
Paradox, waiting to read your reviews!
Thanks for your interest! Chris did an amazing job!
Where are you located? (04-28-2012 2:39 PM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;After a bit of break, this morning
I washed and styled my hair with LAID products.
Breakfast with the wife was lovey dovey, both of us feeling good and relaxing.
I had a bit of work to take care of at home and I just thought to post this update because it occurred
to me how great I'm feeling! Really happy and centered.
I'm heading to Starbucks with my laptop in a bit. Maybe I'll take this opportunity to see how LAID
does with some Glace.
Dbot, you the man! Glad LAID can be of service!! )
dbot - April 28, 2012, 7:23 pm

On top of the LAID shampoo &amp; paste, I applied three sprays of fast-burn Glace and threw in a

spritz of double-strength Turn Up The Heat to let 'em know I mean business.
I headed over to the Bucks to get some work done. Gay barrista looked very skeptical, and could
barely form words. Could've just been hung over or something.
I plopped myself down next to a sleek and sexy Latina, ~23 years old. I got a phone call right after I
sat down that lasted for like ten minutes, and even though she had headphones on I kept seeing her
peek over at me. When I finished up the call I leaned over and told her I was sorry about that, didn't
want to break her concentration. Her reaction was priceless -- she literally jumped a little to take
those headphones out and gave me BIG smile while saying it was no problem at all. We both got
back to work until I got up to run to the restroom and asked her to watch my laptop. "Definitely!" she
exclaimed with unusual enthusiasm. I gave her a little pet on the shoulder when I got back and she
beamed. When she got up to leave she turned back to wave goodbye, even though we hadn't really
talked.
Later a group of 6 Indian women ages 25-35 were carrying on and laughing about 6 feet from me.
When they saw me looking at them, four of the women walked over and started talking to me! I
teased them a bit, asking if they were touristing, and they started explaining how excited they were
to be away from their husbands and kids. One of them suggested that if they get this excited to be at
Starbucks, just imagine after a couple of drinks...
So today wasn't too eventful, but I can definitely see how this mix could be a damn good time in a
slightly more social context.
Dafixisin - April 29, 2012, 2:51 pm

(04-28-2012 5:44 PM)LAID Brand Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for your interest! Chris did an amazing job!

Where are you located? (04-28-2012 2:39 PM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;After a bit of break, this morning
I washed and styled my hair with LAID products.
Breakfast with the wife was lovey dovey, both of us feeling good and relaxing.
I had a bit of work to take care of at home and I just thought to post this update because it occurred
to me how great I'm feeling! Really happy and centered.
I'm heading to Starbucks with my laptop in a bit. Maybe I'll take this opportunity to see how LAID
does with some Glace.
Dbot, you the man! Glad LAID can be of service!! )
Huh? Asking me where I'm located? Suburbs just south of Seattle, WA.
LAID Brand - April 29, 2012, 4:42 pm

(04-29-2012 1:51 PM)Dafixisin Wrote: &nbsp;Dbot, you the man! Glad LAID can be of service!! )
Huh? Asking me where I'm located? Suburbs just south of Seattle, WA.
[/quote]
Ok apologies if it came off sounding strange. Since you're domestic I can get samples out to you
this week. Would you like me to send some to you? I would value your feedback. Thanks!
MangoEruption - May 1, 2012, 12:22 am

@ LAID Brand: I'm really intrigued at the phenomenal reviews your products are garnering. I really
want t try them out, but I went on your website and saw two different hair styling products. Which
one most resembles American Crew Fiber?

?????? - November 17, 2012, 1:37 pm

hey dBot , any update regarding using this with Wolf/AM/Androstadienone/Glace combo's?
Thanks in advance ,
-mX

